
A Tale of Evolving API’s
Or the never ending quest for simple memory management, decoupling, type 
safeness and other stories from the C++ trenches

Hello and welcome to my talk ! 



What this talk is about : 

How we set on a quest to make our API easy to use, hard to misuse.

How to better handle runtime errors.

How we tried to move some of the runtime errors to compile time.  

How we learnt to think about memory management, no leaks, no double 

deletes.

How we decoupled our systems.

How we detoxed from using singletons.

How we tried to make multithreading manageable.

Since this is my first talk in front of such a vast audience please be prepared to 
forgive frequent mumblings and stumblings  ..:)
Now Let me walk you quickly through some of the things that I will try to touch in this 
presentation 

- First off we wanted to make our API as simple as possible to use, avoid having 
multiple ways of doing the same thing. We’ll talk about this in Chapter 1.

- Second we wanted better error handling ! No more silently ignoring errors ! 
We’ll discuss this in Chapter 2. 

- We hate runtime errors because we might not be able to test all the cases and 
so tried to move some of them to compile time. More on this in Chapter 3.

- As well all know memory management is hard ! 
- It’s awful in “C” , it’s a good in “C++” but we wanted to make it BETTER 

! To Avoid silly mistakes like leaks or double deletes or accessing a 
deleted pointer. We’ll see what we have achieved in Chapter 4.

- Having tightly coupled systems means bigger compile times, THEY are harder 
to rewrite or change them, it’s harder to know the side effects a function has 
and so on.

- We all know that singletons are bad right ? But how many of us are still using it 
?

- Hi ! My name is Mihai and I haven’t used any singletons in the last couple of 
years.  We’ll see how we tackled this in Chapter 5.

- And Finally If you thought memory management is hard well multithreading 



- even harder. We’ll see what we tried to do to make this more manageable  in 
Chapter 6.



Who Am I ?
Mihai Sebea
Twitter : @mihai_sebea

Programmer for Gameloft for 12 years 
6 years in Bucharest 
Worked on porting java games, Nova1, Nova2
6 years in Barcelona
Worked on SixGuns, PlayMobil Pirates, The Adventures of TinTin
Asphalt 8 , DespicableMe : Minion Rush, 
Helped on other titles : Gods of Rome , Asphalt Extreme
Currently Studio Technical Coordinator 

If you are asking who am I ...
As Technical Coordinator I do many things and wear many Hats but the most 
important thing that I think I do is CARE about performance :) 



Background
I was fortunate enough to work on not one 
but two of the very successful projects 

- Despicable Me : Minion Rush
- Launched 2013 
- Updates shipped every 1 -2 

months 
- + 1billion downloads

- Asphalt8
- Launched 2013
- 200 cars , 14 tracks 
- Under 1.8GB

How did we embark on this journey ?
- Having two successful projects meant that we had to 

continue to update and support them.
- Many of the hacks  poor design decisions that were taken in 

order to ship the game on time meant we had rewrite some 
parts of the code later .

- Having to add new features on a code base that was not 
designed to be scalable meant a lot of time lost on rewriting 
some parts  

- Some parts could not be rewritten at all because it would 
have been too difficult !

- The problems arose because we moved from shipping a 
game and never touching the code to shipping an update 
every one - two months 

- We often wanted to changed just one system but the systems 
were pretty tightly coupled 

- For the next games we settled on an “Unix” like mind set 
where a system should do only one thing and one thing ONLY 
and do it Optimally ! 



- And the application is a collection of these small simple 
systems that talk to each other

-
Just a small note : in the following slides you will see many 
mentions of a jtl namespace 
JTL is our base library. It doesn’t replace std it just complements it  
through some new classes 



Chapter 1 - Clean and Simple API
Building blocks

- Clear and simple API
- Easy to use , hard to misuse
- Naming is HARD 

Let’s get down to the details ! 

In order to have these simple systems they needed to have a simple API
- And the first thing about API is naming 
- We all know that naming is hard 
- We found out (the hard WAY) that the name of the function has to really tell 

the story of what the function does because : 
- Programmers well.. hate to write documentation and they don’t have 

time to read documentation :)
- For example we had function called GetSomething that was doing way more 

things that it should 
- And being called Get we assumed it returned a cached value and we 

were calling it per frame.
- The lesson here … spend time naming your functions so they are 

descriptive so you don’t spend time debugging them !  



Clean and Simple API

- Use interfaces 
class IModel
{
public:

virtual ~IModel() = default;
virtual const Pose& GetPose() const = 0;

};

- In order to keep API simple we start by writing an interface
- An interface for us is the MINIMUM number of function that an outside class 

needs to know about   
- The philosophy is if you don’t have any functions to call … there is nothing you 

can break :)
- There you go ...easy to use ...hard to misuse 
- This has huge implications also in terms of decoupling , compile times, 

readability   
- Of course it’s very tempting to add more then it’s actually needed in the 

interface and it’s a constant struggle to keep it as light and simple as possible
- And of course we use interfaces where they make sense and where they don’t 

pose a performance problem.
- This example is so simple because the class doesn’t do much. But this is 

actual production code !
- The implementation of the class has a few more functions and members but 

none of them are needed to be known by an outside system
-  The lesson here is always ask yourself if a certain functionality is REALLY 

REALLY needed to be exposed.  And to answer this is always harder than it 
seems.



Clean and Simple API

if (doc.HasMember(“something”)
{

const rapidjson::Value& smth = doc[“something”];
}

auto it = doc.findMember(“something”)
if (it != doc.MembersEnd())
{

const rapidjson::Value& smth = it->Value;
}

Another issue that we hit many times is hidden performance cost
For example the following API 
It does 2 lookups in a hash map which is fine if you have a small number of objects 
but it does become a bottleneck in a production environment where you might have 
hundred of thousands of objects.
Now the problem is that rapid json provides 2 ways of getting a value

- By overloading the bracket operator or through the findmember function 
- The bracket operator is very convenient but it asserts if the value is not found 

so you need to check if the value exists before accessing it.
- So now you have 2 lookups instead of one 
- There you go :  convenience has it costs :)
- Of course we could remove the assert from RAPID JSON but that begs the 

question why was it put there in the first place.
 



jtl::optional

int idx  = FindItemIndexByName(itemName)
if (idx != -1) 
{

const T& item = GetItemByIndex(idx)
}

jtl::optional<const Object&> opt = FindItem(itemName);
if (opt != jtl::none)
{

const Object& object = *opt;
}

There were many cases where we needed to find an item in a system  ...however if it 
was available we would want to return it by const reference so that we don’t pay the 
cost of a copy.
There are many other tricks that we could use like returning a static variable but we 
would still need to check if the result is different than that static variable and we would 
often forget to do that leading to even more subtle bugs.

After many debates we settled on optional class 

We do believe that from API point of view optional tells the story much better! 
  
We could have used boost optional but we really didn’t want to use boost at all  …
Boost doesn’t work quite well without exceptions and it’s hard to compile for a new 
platform if it’s not officially supported. 
We are waiting for all the compilers that we use to support c++17 so we can use 
std::optional   
In the meantime we wrote our own optional class which has a nice feature that it has 
the storage embedded so it doesn’t do any allocations !

From THE API point of view : 
It’s clear that the result can be optional so it’s mandatory that we check it 
If we forget to do check it and access an empty optional , it asserts and crash on the 
spot ! (it will crash later anyway but it might not be so obious why !)



 



Chapter 2 - Better error handling

bool ComputeSomething(input, output)

Object output;

ComputeSomething(input, output)

Use output without checking if something failed 

- Continuing on the same note … there are cases where we want to return 
something from a function

- As you see on the slide the code could go like this !
- How many times did it happen that you forgot to check the result of a function 

that could fail ?
- To us it happened more times then we would like to admit  
- We could have gone for the classical way and return a pointer that you have to 

check for null
- But this wasn’t enough for us as we wanted to know the reasons for failure in 

order to either handle it or show it to the user if the user can handle it ! 
- And thus we came up with jtl::result



jtl::result
jtl::result<OutputType, Error> ComputeSomething(input)

jtl::result<OutputType, Error> outputResult = ComputeSomething(input);
//Asserts if the result is not checked !
if (outputResult == jtl::success)
{

OutputType out = outputResult.extract_payload();
//Do something with out

}
else
{//Handle error

if (outputResult.error() == Error::E_Something_BAD)
{
} 

}

This type of API is much simpler, clearer and hard to misuse .

First of all it gives the result or an error if something failed
If we try to extract the payload without checking for success it asserts ! 
If do not check or use the result at all it asserts again because it means that function 
call is useless ! 

● Or maybe it does more than it should and maybe it should  
● WHAT IS the point of returning a result if you are not going to use it !



jtl::result

- jtl::result <T, E> // templated per payload type and error 
type 
- Checking with a certain error code is type safe

- Errors can contain inner errors
- Optimal in terms of storage
- Extracting the payload moves the value

- The implementation of the class takes as template parameters the 
return type but also an error class .

- An error can contain an error code (usually an enum class) but also an 
error message to give the user more information 

- Having the error code as a template means that we will get a compile 
time error if we compare it with the wrong type of enum ! 

- Errors can contain inner errors as well 
- User code can also choose to handle inner errors if they need to ! 
- This is done because we usually wrap some libraries (curl for example)

- but we don’t want to wrap at our API layer all the errors that curl 
supports 

-  
- The implementation uses a jtl::variant underneath so it allocates space 

only for max size between the payload and the error !
- This makes it optimal in terms of space ! 

And of course … The extract_payload method makes use of move semantics 
so we don’t get any extra copies ! 



jtl::result

jtl::result<OutputType, Error> ComputeSomething(input)
{

OutputType output;
if (someErrorOccured)
{

return jtl::make_error<Error>(ErrorCode::User, "Some 
error ocurred");

}

Return output
}

Working with results is pretty simple 
You return either an error with one of the error codes that you have in your error class 
and optionally a message 
Or you return the payload !
That’s it ! 
It pretty trivial to convert code that uses a bool or some kind of error code to use 
jtl::result !  



Chapter 3 - Type safe 

Scheduler::ScheduleCommand(command, true, 
false, 0.5f);

- Easier to read and safer ! 
Scheduler::ScheduleCommand(command, 
Scheduler::SkipQueue, Scheduler::AutoRetry, 
Priority(0.5f));

-

I already mentioned type safeness a few times and you’ll probably notice this in later 
slides as well. 
One of the things we do care about is getting compile time errors instead of runtime 
errors :) 
 C++ although it’s a statically typed language there are a lot of mistakes that you can 
make passing the wrong type. 
We try to avoid boolean parameters in favor of enums which makes the code much 
more readable and type safe ! 
If we change the order of params (and this has happened) we might get silent errors.
With enums with get a compilation error !



jtl::format

sprintf(“something %s”, 3)
sprintf(“something else %d”, error)

jtl::format(“something something dark side {}”, 
anythingYouWant)

//compile time error here if there is no formatting function for your type 
Supports precision specifier 

s = format<std::string>("hello world {:.2} ", 0.994);
CHECK(s == "hello world 0.99 ");

We went forward and extended the type safeness to string formatting as well because
Among the most annoying errors are the ones where you try to format a string with a 
wrong type and it crashes ! 

String formatting is not very safe in C and we don’t really want to use streams mostly 
for performance reasons.  

Spot the error on the first line
- That was easy … we are trying to print a string but we provide a int

On the second line without context is impossible to know
- And this has happened to us . We had an int error parameter which we 

decided to convert string to give more information but we didn’t replace all the 
occurrences.

So we started thinking how can we avoid this type of errors !    

Inspired by c# formating functions we came up with this jtl::format
The parsing of the string and matching of the type is done at compile time if the 
formatting string is known !
If the number of braces in the string is different than the number of arguments passed 
we get a compile time error !
Formatting is done through a simple type safe function.
If no formatting function is found for a certain type we get a compile time error. 
We implement formatters for common types or built it types 



Users can customize their own types  for example  date , time , arrays , maps etc by 
providing a formatting function
 



jtl::format
Supports padding 
s = format<std::string>("{0:AR16F-}", 6);
CHECK(s == "---------------6");

Supports custom container formatting  
s = format<std::string>("hello world {::::<:><:>} ", 
std::vector<unsigned>{ { 10, 20, 30 } }); 
CHECK(s == "hello world <10><20><30> ");
Support for hexadecimal display 
Support for controlling the order of parameters 
s = format<std::string>("hello world {1:x} {0:x}", 10, 11);
CHECK(s == "hello world b a");

It supports some pretty cool features
- It supports padding 
- It can format containers 
- It can print hexa decimal 
- It can change the order of parameters 



jtl::format

Templated per container 
jtl::format<std::string>
jtl::format<FILE*>
jtl::format<char[]>
We can define a container by creating a custom adapter 
and implementing a few methods : append , clear , finish.
Implemented through varadic functions so it’s type safe
- We only support vs2013 +

  

Usually jtl::format returns a new string but we do support emplace formatting 
We can format strings into different types of containers 

- We can format directly to a file to avoid the overhead of creating temporary 
string

We can extend it to other containers if we need to by creating a small adapter class 
- jtl::format is implemented through varadic templates so it only support vs2013 

+ compilers 
-



jtl::variant<A, B> identifier = GetIdentifier();
template class Visitor
{

void operator(const A& t)
{

A id = identifier.extract<A>();
}
void operator(const B&t)
{

B id = identifier.extract<B>();
}

}

jtl::variant

Continuing with type safeness … 
There are times when it’s convenient to store in a variable something that could have 
multiple types 
And union has it’s limitations … it only supports pod types 

So we went with variant which is type safe.
We usually work with variants by providing visitors !
If you add a new type in the variant and the visitor doesn’t provide an overloaded 
operator with that new type  you will get a compilation error !
 
extract will move the result so you don’t get any extra copies 

Again we didn’t want to use boost for the reasons already stated !
Again we can go for std::variant when all compilers support c++17  



Chapter 4 - Clear ownership

Model* model = LoadModel(“model_name”);
- What do we do with the pointer ? do we own it or not …
- If we don’t own can the system that owns it delete it without us knowing 

about it ? 
-

No new or delete
- Everything is managed by smart pointers

Now for the most interesting part of the presentation :)

In the beginning we used raw pointers . And nobody knew if they had 
ownership or not. This lead to leaks or double deletes or accessing a deleted 
pointer.
And then we thought … We know … we’ll use shared pointers. And we did 
...EVERYWHERE.
And we had issues because we didn’t know who kept some objects alive or we 
had circular references !
Also we profiled and passing shared pointers around by copy was taking 30% 
of our frame time 

- This was because we were using boost and that version locked a mutex 
every time we copied a  shared pointers 

- We improved this by using atomic instructions but this was still taking 
5-7% of the frame time

And we still had no clear ownership
So we figured out that the actual problem was were NOT THINKING ! about 
memory ownership 
Since we had complex systems with complex interactions made by a lot of 



people, thinking about ownership was hard.
So we came up with some pointers to help with that .



Pointers - pointers everywhere

jtl::unique_ptr / jtl lent_ptr

jtl::unique_ref / jtl::lent_ref

jtl::unique_handle_ptr / lent_handle_ptr

jtl::unique_handle_ref/ lent_handle_ref

- Introducing the jtl::unique and lent
- The unique_ptr is for the most part like std::unique_ptr in 

terms of ownership 
- When it goes out of scope the memory is deleted 
- What makes it “UNIQUE” ..pun intended .. is that we can LEND 

the pointer to other systems 
- Somewhat similar to borrow checker pattern in rust although 

at the time we were not aware of it 
- The only disadvantage is that it’s not compile time as in 

rust !
- The unique_ptr doesn’t accept a custom deleter in order to 

keep it as light as possible 
- But we do have cases where a custom deleter is useful
- And for that we have the unique_handle_ptr 
- We call it a handle because our custom deleters usually 

return the item to a pool of objects and the user code doesn’t 
REALLY own the object  , it just handles it !

-



jtl::unique_ptr / jtl::lent_ptr
- We create the pointers with make_unique

jtl::unique_ptr<T> unique= jtl::make_unique<T>();

- We can “lend” the pointer to other systems
jtl::lent_ptr<T> lent = jtl::lend(unique)

If the unique is destroyed and there are still lents alive we 
assert
In the assert we have callstack of where the lent were 
created
No more dangling pointers without knowing about it 

How does it work ?

 You create the unique_ptr with make_unique just like stl 
- You can create it from a row pointer as well (if you need to interface with other 

libraries) 
- From the unique_ptr you can create a lent_ptr through jtl::lend function

When the unique goes out of scope and there are still lents alive we assert.

The assert will print the callstack of where the lent was created so you can spot the 
problem !

 The callstack is symbolicated only when the assert happens as symbolicating is 
expensive



jtl::unique_ptr/jtl::lent_ptr

- Asserts when a lent ptr is used or destroyed and the unique has been already 
deleted

- The assertions happen only in debug 
- In release they are raw pointers because we do care about performance !
- We find most assertions through unit tests 
- Designers and artists play the game on a ReleaseChecked versions which 

means it’s optimized but with the asserts enabled ! so we catch most of the 
cases !

IF we it’s not clear how the lent_ptr was created or where it’s stored we can skip the 
assert from the unique_ptr leave the application running 
And when we tried to access the lent_ptr or the lent_ptr is destroyed we get another 
assert .  

All the checks are done in Debug or ReleaseChecked configurations

In Release configuration there is little to no overhead as they become raw pointers !



jtl::unique_ptr/jtl::lent_ptr

“C” Modern “C++” jtl

int* a = new int* std:unique<int>a = 
std::make::unique<int>();

jtl::unique<int> a =  
jtl::make_unique<int>();

owning

Int* b=a int*b = a.get() jtl:lent<int> b = jtl::lend(a) Non owning

The problem that we identified is that for the “C” case it’s not clear which one is the 
owning pointer 
The C++ approach is a bit better as we could tell who has the ownership but still there 
is no way of getting notified if you are going to access a deleted pointer.
In jtl we made it clear which one is the owning and the non owning pointer and we get 
asserts if the owning pointer is destroyed and we still have non owning pointers  .



jtl::unique_ptr/jtl::lent_ptr

API is much clearer with these concepts 

If we need to pass a unique we need to move it 

DoSomething(std::move(unique)) 

- Explicitly pass ownership

If the function needs a pointer and it will keep it we pass a lent_ptr

DoSomethingElse(jtl::lend(unique))

If the function doesn’t need to keep the pointer we pass a raw reference

DoSomethingSomething(*unique) 

We use ptr when the pointer can be null so we always need to check

We believe that with these concepts the API’s become explicit !
  
And we have a few guidelines 

- If a function needs to own a pointer we move the unique
- If a function needs to keep a pointer we pass a lent ptr 
- If a function just needs to use the pointer but not keep it we pass a raw 

reference ! 



Demo Time

Fingers cross that this will work :)



jtl::unique_ref / jtl::lent_ref

- Just like ptr except it cannot be null by design 

This simplifies the code as we don’t need (or want) to check for null.

jtl::lent_ref<T> ref = jtl::promote_to_ref(lent_pointer);

The function will assert and crash if the pointer is null ! 

We have some other variations of the unique and lent.
One of them is the unique_ref and lent_ref 

- Just like the pointers except it cannot be null  
This means that it needs to be initialized in the constructor 

- Also there is no way to check for null as by design this cannot be null . 
- This simplifys the code as we don’t want or need to check for null
- This means that if a system has a ptr and it needs to pass a ref then it needs 

to call the promote_to_ref function.
-

This acts as a protection mechanism because now ..the crash will not happen in 
“library code” where a function accessed a null pointer but rather in “user code” 
...where the user need to call promote_to_ref  in order to get a lent_ref. 



jtl::unique_handle_ptr / ref

Just like unique_ptr except it takes a custom deleter function

- Use this for systems where we want to reuse objects (pools)  

- The unique_handle is similar to unique_ptr execept in takes a custom deleter 
function 

- In this cases the user code is a temporary owner and nobody else can use 
that object but when the user releases the handle the object is returned to the 
deleter function .

-  Usually this mean returning it to a pool 



jtl::lendable

There are cases where you have an object on the stack or a member object that 
you want to pass to other systems.

jtl::lendable<ObjectType> object;

 DoSomething(jtl::lend(object));

This create the lent_ptr from the stack /member object

class Object : public jtl::lendable_base<Object> 

- For cases where you need to jtl::lend(*this)

- We do have 2 more special types 
- jtl lendable for where you want to create a lent_ptr from a member 

object of a class or an object on the stack 
- jtl::lendable_base from which you inherit so you can create a lent_ptr 

from this pointer
- Same as before it asserts if the object goes out of scope before any of lent_ptr 

created from it 



Chapter 5 - Decoupled systems

No Singletons 

- Singleton are a useful pattern in some cases.
- But in our case it was often abused because it was way easier to create a 

singleton then to  pass a pointer of that system to other systems that need to 
use it all the way down.

- We had numeros bugs because of we had many (too many) singletons  some 
of them with different lifetimes.

- There was no clear order of destruction leading to crashes when closing the 
application

- Most importantly systems were tightly coupled because they needed to know 
about a certain number of singletons 

- Sometimes they would own resources and we couldn’t know which objects 
were using them 

- Finally we decided that it’s better to not use them at all 
- This lead to a MUCH much clearer design and everything was much easier to 

reason about
- Ownership was clear again !   



Signals

- Just a list of functions to be called whenever the signal is emitted 
- Similar to Qt signals -> slots mechanism 
- We used boost signals and we really like them ..but 
- Huge compile times because of boost
- We were trying not to use boost at all 
- Disconnecting from signals is not thread safe
- Huge performance issues
- Our signals are a light implementation 

- We don’t need to support all the features that boost has 
- We don’t support return values 
-  All params are const by design as we don’t want to 

- Helps with decoupling

One way through which we decoupled our systems was to use signals 
Before signals we used to have all the system in the place where the “Event” 
happened in order to call a function in each system. 

- Usually this was achieved through  singletons since this was the easiest way 
to implement this  

- Now systems expose signals 
- System don’t need to know about other systems - thus they are decoupled 
- Only high level systems will connect one signal from a system to a function 

from another system 
- Easy to swap out a system for another 



jtl::signals

- jtl::connection conObject = 
object->sigSomething.connect(&thisClass::
Function, this);

- Connect accepts any callable , static functions , functors , lambdas 
- Comes in 2 flavors 

- Sync -  functions are called when the signal is emitted
- St - connect and emit are done on the same thread 
- Mt - connect and emit can be done on different threads 

- Async - the functions are called at a later time 
- st  
- mt 

- When you connect to a signal you receive back a connection 
object that you are responsible for keeping for as long as the 
function lives 

- Once the connections is destroyed the function is 
disconnected from the signal 

- We have 2 types of signals : sync and async 
- Sync signals are emitted in the same place where the signal’s 

emit function is called 
- Async signals are emitted at a later time. The signal takes a 

queue a parameter so emit just enqueues the functions to be 
called 

- When the queue is dispatched the functions are called
- Both signals have a single thread and a multithreaded version 
- St means that connect and emit are done on the same 

threads
- Mt means that connect and emit can happen on different 

threads



Chapter 6 - jtl::async

- Queues
- Messages
- Thread pools
- promise/feature

- As we all know multithreading is hard 
- We liked std async but we wanted to have a bit more control on which thread 

functions are called
- We came up with system of queues and messages 
- The messages are executed when a queue is dispatched   
- We can dispatch queue “manually” on what thread we need
- We have helper class 

- Message_thread is a thread that automatically dispatches messages
- Message_thread_pool uses a thread pool to dispatch messages on 

multiple threads
-

- Async can return a poolable or a waitable object
- The poolable object can be queried to check if the async operation has 

finished 
- The waitable object can block the execution until the operation finished
- thread checker 

- Small class that checks if an object is accessed from the wrong thread 
- When the object is created it gets the current thread id …
- Once the current system has finished with the object it will change the 

thread id to the thread that is going to process it 



 
- Overall these small things combined with the smart pointers make threading a 

bit easier :)



JTL
- Base library 
- No dependencies (*except STL)
- Include just what you need design
- Small classes in stl fashion
- Built with algorithms in mind
- Mostly header only 
- Assertions
- Formatting 
- Result
- Smart pointers
- Signals
- Functions 
- Threading
- Async, messages, queues
- Variant
- Optional
- etc
- Havely tested -  9MB of code just for tests 
- 14K+ tests (*some of them are templated) 

You have seen some of the features of our JTL library
The are many other goodies there
Assertions 
Strings 
Iterators 
Memory pools
jtl::function - a bit faster than std functions when it doesn’t need to do any allocations 



Guidelines

- The braces go on the next line 
- Be careful of naming 

- Get functions should only get cached stuff 
- Try to pass type safe params 

- If you are going to take a pointer as parameter ALWAYS check for nullptr
- I you know that it should never be null change the function signature 

to take a reference 

- Some of the lessons that we learned translated directly into code and APIS  
but the rest of the things went in a guideline

- Basically : Rules and regulations to avoid mistakes done in the past ! 
- The Guideline is quite long but some of the most important aspects are   
- Braces - go on the NEXT line 

- this was mostly for historical reasons … old code was written this way 
- also ...we hate JAVA 
- but most importantly we believe that it makes code easier to read !

- Try to be Type safe - make sure that there are no unwanted conversions 



Guidelines

- Try not to use auto as it’s hard to debug 

- Except small cases … iterators or templated type in lambda

- Keep lambdas small ...uses normal or member functions if needed 

- Avoid having lambdas in other lambdas 

- Be careful of lifetime of objects you capture by reference ..
- Use lent_ptr if possible so you are notified of lifetime issues

- Don’t allocate on heap what can be used on stack 

- Prefer to pass object by const reference 

- At first we were pretty happy with auto ..code was fast to write . But then we 
started debugging that code and things got very slow… it’s hard for humans to 
infer the type ! 

- Same thing happened with lambdas … we started using them a lot but 
debugging was harder as you read the callstack you think we are in a certain 
function but we are actually in a lambda that was defined in that function 

- An even more annoying situation is when you have a lambda inside another 
lambda … because it’s harder to debug and to reason about object lifetimes !

- It’s tempting to do this to save time … if you don’t add a member function 
...you don’t modify headers :)

- But it’s way harder to debug.
- Be careful with objects captured by reference

- Better use smart pointers to be notified of lifetime issues 
- Don’t allocate on heap if you can use the stack !
- Prefer to pass objects by const reference !
-  



Conclusions

So far we are very happy with the way our API’s changed 
We are facing new problems 
- Architectural issues
- Compile time issues
- Compilers crashing
- Compiler bugs
- Bigger link time 
- Bigger executable 

So far we are pretty happy with how our APIs have changed 

Instead of spending days debugging a hard to reproduce crash we 
now spend hours thinking about object lifetimes and how should 
system interact with each other.
 
We are facing new types of problems 

- Architectural issues 
-

Compile times 
-  Compilation times are slower because template instantiation 

- We’re profiling the compiler to find out which ones and 
improve that

- We are trying to explicitly instantiate whatever is 
possible to avoid stuff being instantiated in all object 
files  

- Compilers crashing 



- Compiler bugs 
- Bigger link times 
- Executable size is a bit bigger most likely related to template 

instantiations  
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Mandatory Slide - We’re HIRING :)

http://www.gameloft.com/corporate/jobs/

I always wanted to say this 
We’re hiring ! 
Now I can cross that off my bucket list ! 

http://www.gameloft.com/corporate/jobs/
http://www.gameloft.com/corporate/jobs/


Questions ?

Thanks you for listening ! 


